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Harmonic gradience in Greek rap rhymes 

This study investigates phonological (dis)similarity in Greek rap rhyme. Considering a rhyme 
domain as the rhyme (nucleus and-possible-coda) of the line-final stressed syllable plus the 
syllable(s) that follow (Holtman, 1996), we investigate the (dis)similarity of two (or more) 
consecutive rhyme domains, which form a minimal pair of two correspondents (McCarthy, 1995, 
a. o.) or rhyme fellows, which are, in fact, phonological neighbors. Perfect rhyme (PR) is the default 
type,  e.g. [a.'stio]-[erɣa.'lio] ‘joke’-‘tool’, namely identical rhyme fellows, where -io is the rhyme 
domain. Imperfect rhyme (IR), which is the focus of the current research, defines two not 
completely identical rhyme fellows with identical vowels, and consonants which differ in one or 
more features, which can be attested in various positions (for Greek: C_V, V_C, V_#, V_V), e.g. 
the intervocalic consonants of the correspondents differ in Place of Articulation (PoA) feature, as 
in ['mi.ti]-['li.ci] ‘nose’-‘wolves’. IR can offer interesting insights on segmental (dis)similarity, as 
the naïve native speaker’s intuition on rhyming offers a window to the speaker’s perception of 
featural (dis)similarity. This is especially true in oral traditions (e.g. rap music), as rappers are not 
formally trained to create rhyming pairs, yet try to minimize differences, and phoneme similarity 
judgments are based on differences assessment (Bailey & Hahn, 2005).  

For the purposes of our investigation into the IR, we created a corpus consisting of 42 Greek 
rap songs from 25 different artists. The data (182 IR pairs) were phonologically transcribed and 
analyzed to pinpoint (mis)matching features. Modern Greek has a 5-vowel system, with syllable 
timing, lexical stress (e.g. Revithiadou, 1999), mainly open syllables (89.1%; cf. Protopapas et al., 
2012), and native final coda restricted to [s]/[n] (e.g. Kappa, 1995). Thus, when the stress is on the 
final syllable, the codas are expected to match (or, probably, be missing), hence when the nuclei 
match, the rhyme matches. We provide evidence that PR is the dominant, unmarked pattern (≈87%) 
in Greek rap. We investigate IR, when the relevant stress (salient, according to the rhythmic 
properties of the song) of the rhyme fellows falls on the nucleus of the penultimate/antepenultimate. 
In this study, the rhyme domain under investigation includes the (faithfully matching) rhymes of 
the 2-3 last syllables of two rhyming units, alongside a pair of mismatching intervocalic consonants 
e.g. ['pa.da]-['fra.ga] ‘always’-‘cash’; [to.'ma.ri.mu]-[ce.'fa.li.mu] ‘my hide’-‘my head’,  while the 
onset of the stressed syllable is irrelevant. 

Research questions: In case of featural mismatch, is there any preference (better/worse 
mismatch): (i) in features that mismatch, (ii) in number of mismatching features? Does the rapper’s 
perception play a role in their choices? 

Statistical analysis showed that perceived similarity of segments decreases when the number of 
mismatching distinctive features in rhyme fellows increases (75.6% of IR mismatches in only one 
feature, 19% in two features, and only 5.2% in all features). There is gradience regarding the 
mismatching distinctive features: PoA mismatch (e.g. [a'ɣapi]– ['kati] ‘love’-‘something’) is the 
preferred pattern in IR (42%), so it seems that PoA mismatch is perceptually inconspicuous, i.e. 
the PoA contrast in rhyme fellows is minimal, not as salient as in other featural mismatches. Manner 
of Articulation (MoA) mismatches are less preferred in comparison to PoA mismatches (26.9% of 
the data), e.g. [ðe.'mo.non]-[si.'no.ron] ‘demons.GEN’-‘boarders.GEN’. Conversely, voicing 
distinctions seem highly marked, thus rhyme fellows differing in voicing of intervocalic consonants 
are nearly avoided (4.3%), only 5 rhyme fellows, mainly in fricatives, e.g. [gre.'mi.zo]-['zvi.so] ‘I 
demolish.PRES.IMP’-‘I douse.PERF.’.  

We argue that the feature(s) that are frequently allowed to mismatch are the less perceptually 
salient. In order to theoretically model the gradience in intervocalic consonants (mis)match in 



Greek rhyme, our phonological analysis is couched in the framework of Harmonic Grammar 
(Legendre, et al., 1990). The rhyme fellows are realized in a relation of Output-Output 
correspondence (McCarthy, 1995, a. o.), where the first member of the pair acts as the base and the 
second one acts as a reduplicant. Based on our statistical frequency findings, we claim that 
segmental identity in PoA, MoA, and voicing between the correspondents is the perfect (most 
preferred, most harmonic) pattern, dictated by a constraint (ΙDENT-OO[SEGM.]) with the greatest 
weight, and does not violate any markedness constraints. The following three conjoined 
markedness constraints, within a rhyme domain, and their respective weight, disallow mismatches 
(feature dissimilarity) in either PoA, or MoA, or voicing features, and result in the IR gradience: 
PoA mismatch is the most frequent pattern in our corpus, hence the relevant constraint 
*[PoAα&PoAβ]Rhyme carries the least weight. The constraint weight is gradually increasing for MoA 
mismatch *[MoAα&MoAβ]Rhyme and for the voicing specification between corresponding 
consonants, which is dictated by a constraint *[voiceα&voiceβ]Rhyme with great weight. Violations 
in constraints with greater weight will reduce a candidate rhyme’s harmony, hence the frequency 
of the mismatch(es).  Moreover, the highest harmony is found in IR candidates with a single feature 
violation, as violations in more than one markedness constraint add to the negative sum, reducing 
the candidate’s harmony. This analysis shows that, in rap IR, Output-Output correspondents can 
mismatch to any extent, but there is gradience in the preference (cf. the tableau below). 

Weights 87 23 3.7 2.35 H 
Base: -iθa ΙDENT-OO[SEGM.] *[voiceα&voiceβ]Rhyme *[MoAα&MoAβ]Rhyme *[PoAα&PoAβ]Rhyme  

a) ☞-'iθa     0 
b) -'ifa -1   -1 -89.35 
c) -'ita -1  -1  -90.7 
d) -'iða -1 -1   -110 
e) -ila -1 -1 -1  -113.7 
f) -'ima -1 -1 -1 -1 -116.05 

Concluding, IR reveals phoneme similarity judgments of rappers in a naturalistic setting. Our 
results indicate that similarity in rhyme fellows (phonological neighbors) is gradient in Modern 
Greek, constrained by the number of features diverging from the base, and the weight of 
markedness constraints. However, our results differ from what has been claimed for English (Katz, 
2015) and Japanese (Kawahara, 2007), where differences in voicing are less marked. Voicing 
contrasts are avoided in Modern Greek rhymes, hence salient. We argue that perceptual similarity 
of segments is language specific and, in Modern Greek, it can be based on phonological features.  
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